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Episode 326 ‒ The Lockheed Scandal, Part 1 ‒ Isaac Meyer
Japan has had some spectacular cases of corruption, such as the 1976 Lockheed scandal, in which politicians took bribes to buy airplanes, and the 1988 Recruit scandal, in which a Japanese company sold shares to politicians at articially low prices.
Lockheed Corporation - Wikipedia
TOKYO, JAPAN ‒ FEBRUARY 16: All Nippon Airways President Tokuji Wakasa is summoned at a Lower House Budget Committee over the Lockheed bribery scandal on February 16, 1976 in Tokyo, Japan. (Photo by The Asahi Shimbun via Getty Images) A Lockheed L1011.
Lockheed Scandal 40 years on: The downfall of Prime ...
Lockheed Scandal In early 1976, Japan was scandalized by news of the Lockheed bribery scandals, and the involvement of the highest levels of Japanese political power, including Yoshio Kodama. Kodama had been confined to his house since suffering a stroke in 1975.
Lockheed bribery scandals - Wikipedia
The Lock;heed S·candal In Japan Other than Italy, the country most affected by the con trived exposures of corporate bribery funneled through the U.S. Senate's Church Subcommittee on Multinationals has been Japan. Since the so-called "Lockheed scandal" first broke more than three months ago with revelations of multi
Lockheed Scandal - A journey to the heart of Japan
JIM ABRAMS February 6, 1986. TOKYO (AP) ̲ Many of the major figures in Japan

s gravest post-World War II scandal are enfeebled by age or illness, and some have died. But the 10-year-old legal battle over who accepted under-the-table donations from the Lockheed Corp. continues.

Lockheed bribery scandals ¦ Military Wiki ¦ Fandom
A. Carl Kotchian, the former president of Lockheed Aircraft Corp. whose admission of paying millions of dollars in bribes to foreign government officials led to the imprisonment of Japan

s prime ...

The Lockheed Scandal In Japan Larouch
Former Japanese Premier Kakuel Tanaka was formally charged with taking $1.6 million from Lockheed, part of $12.6 million paid by the firm to Japanese officials and agents. Japan's ruling party was ...
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Lockheed Scandal in Japan Exposed As Rockefeller Conspiracy
The New Yorker, January 30, 1978 P. 74. ANNALS OF CRIME about the large bribes paid in Japan by Lockheed Aircraft to help sell their TriStar planes to All Nippon Airways through the Marubeni Corp ...
Mitsuyasu Maeno - Wikipedia
Japan's Lockheed scandal, which dominated headlines for a decade and epitomized political corruption, ended after 19 years Wednesday when the Supreme Court upheld an executive's conviction for bribing a prime minister. By the time the final verdict was reached, many of the defendants and key witnesses in the scandal had died, including former Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka, who was accused of ...
Ex-Lockheed chief told of paying bribes - Los Angeles Times
The scandal caused considerable political controversy in West Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, and Japan. In the US, the scandal led to passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act , and nearly led to the ailing corporation's downfall (it was already struggling due to the poor sales of the L-1011 airliner).
II-THE LOCKHEED INCIDENT ¦ The New Yorker
Lockheed Scandal. In early 1976, Japan was scandalized by news of the Lockheed bribery scandals, and the involvement of the highest levels of Japanese political power, including Yoshio Kodama. Kodama had been confined to his house since suffering a stroke in 1975.
JAPAN COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION TO END 19-YEAR LOCKHEED SCANDAL
The Lockheed bribery scandals encompassed a series of bribes and contributions made by officials of U.S. aerospace company Lockheed from the late 1950s to the 1970s in the process of negotiating the sale of aircraft. The scandal caused considerable political controversy in West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Japan. In the U.S. the scandal nearly led to the corporation's downfall, as it ...
TODAY'S FOCUS: Ten Years Later, Lockheed Scandal Taints ...
As such, the Lockheed Incident still ranks as Japan s biggest scandal of the postwar era. Eiichiro Tokumoto is an author and investigative journalist based in Tokyo. This story was first published in Japanese in the Weekly Shincho magazine in August 2016.
The Lockheed Scandal in Japan - Executive Intelligence Review
The scandal has rocked Japan since witnesses told a United States Senate subcommittee last February that Lockheed hal paid $12 million to promote the sale of its planes in Japan. Mr. Sato was ...
Japan Arrests 17th Official In the Lockheed Bribe Scandal ...
TOKYO, Feb. 10̶The Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has lost a $1.3 billion order for new airplanes here because of its involvement in a payoff scandal, Japanese Government officials said today.
Political Corruption and Scandals in Japan ¦ Foreign Affairs
The New Yorker, January 23, 1978 P. 48. ANNALS OF CRIME about the Lockheed bribery scandal in Japan. Lockheed's efforts to market its TriStar planes in 1972 in Japan included about $12 1/2 million ...
Lockheed Paid $38 Million in Bribes Abroad - The ...
Lockheed Scandal In Japan Exposed As R9c efeller CC?n̲ pir cy Aug. (NSIPS) -The excerpts below are translated from an artiCle by Seichiro Tahara, which appeared in the July issue of Chuo Koron, Japan's most famous and widely read literary magazine. The article, entitled "Kakuei Tanaka, Who Stepped on the
Scandal Costs Lockheed $ 1.3 Billion Sale to Japan - The ...
The Lockheed Scandal of the mid-1970s involved kickbacks and political donations paid by Lockheed, the American aircraft manufacturer, to Japanese politicians in return for aid in selling planes to All-Nippon Airlines. The scandal forced the then-prime minister, Tanaka Kakuei, to resign as PM and as a member of the ruling Liberal-Democratic Party.

The Lockheed Scandal In Japan
The Lockheed bribery scandals encompassed a series of bribes and contributions made by officials of U.S. aerospace company Lockheed from the late 1950s to the 1970s in the process of negotiating the sale of aircraft. The scandal caused considerable political controversy in West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Japan. In the U.S., the scandal nearly led to Lockheed's downfall, as it was already struggling due to the
commercial failure of the L-1011 TriStar airliner.
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